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The Daily Bull is probably not suitable for those under age 18 and should not be taken seriously...

How to Drive in the Winter
Like A Boss

African-American Runs for
Winter Carnival Queen

by Nathan “Invincible” Miller ~ Daily Bull

by Rico Bastian ~ Daily Bull

All the pro-tips you’ll need to stay on the road, avoid
horrible drivers, get places faster, and survive unscathed this winter. Learn up, fools!

The race for Winter Carnival Queen heated up this week
after Wadsworth Hall resident Kyle Glasper shocked
voters by throwing his hat into the ring.

Keep Momentum. The best way to get through
deep snow or slush is to keep up your momentum.
Don’t ever slow down when approaching obstacles
– chances are you can smash right through it and blow
the snow away. The faster you drive, the better.

“Ladies and gentlemen, I would like to take this opportunity to announce that I will be running for this
year’s Winter Carnival Queen,” Glasper said in a press
conference he called Monday. “I know that there will
be a long road ahead, but my staff and I are confident
that our efforts will not be wasted.”

Trust the Road. White out conditions making it impossible to see very far? Rest assured, the road continues
in front of you. Just keep track of what edges you can
see and you’ll be fine. DON’T SLOW DOWN! I’ve seen
enough Looney Tunes to know that as soon as you lose
trust in the road beneath your feet, you plummet to
your death over a huge abyss. Keep moving forward
and you’ll make it, I promise.
Use Ice to Your Advantage. Ice can make or break
your evening commute. If you hit a patch right, you
can slide right in front of those jerks on the road who
were going to pull through the 4-way stop before you.
Not a chance, slow pokes! Cruise across the black ice
and into first place where you belong and get home
minutes faster.
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Many analysts are still unsure of what impact Glasper will
have on the election, but many are unsure if the Winter
Carnival is read for its first black male queen.
“What’s the matter? A brother can’t be Winter Carnival
Queen?” Glasper said. “I thought we as a society had
gotten past this kind of racial discrimination. You know
what, I don’t care what they say. I’m gonna be queen
damnit.”
Glasper has been running on a platform of reform, which
is vastly different from that of other queen hopefuls,
which mostly consists of having pictures of themselves
put up all around campus.

Pinball. Pinball is one of my favorite sports. There’s a
lot you can learn from the game that is directly appli-

“If elected, I promise that I will work for each and every
student,” Kyle said. “I plan on ruling with an iron fist, but
not in the way that everyone thinks about it. I will push

see Pudding on back

see Jello on back

The movie Wayne’s World was
filmed in 34 days.

...like pity parades!

It’s sad and upsetting when you see somebody
crying hysterically, but at the same time it’s real
funny.
-- Seth Green

Fill the grid with the digits 1-9 so as not to repeat a digit in any row or column
so the digits within each heavily outlined box or boxes (cage) will produce the
target number shown in that cage by using the operation (addition, subtraction,
multiplication, or division) shown by the symbol after the numeral. For example,
the notation 6+ means that the numerals in the cage should add up to 6 and the
notation 48x means that by multiplying the numbers in the cage you will get 48.

Pizzas Pizza Lovers Love!

Daily Specials at www.thestudiopizza.com
10% Discount for All Students
Downtown Hancock, across from Finlandia

We Deliver All Over This Place
Just Call For A Hot Studio Pizza!
www.thestudiopizza.com

482-5100
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cable to driving. Take banking off of obstacles. There’s a reason they make
giant snow hills on sharp corners, and it’s not because they ran out of places
to put the snow. Take a few test runs on the curves up by the SDC and feel
how easy it is to negotiate corners when you use the walls as your friend.

I Like Mazes; Do You Like Mazes?

Don’t Clean Your Car. Cleaning snow off your car is such a hassle, especially
when it snows an inch every minute. It really isn’t necessary! The snow on
your headlights and windshield will blow off due to your high speeds, and
clearing the snow off your brake lights is pointless because you’re not going
to use them anyway (see tip #1). All the other snow on your car will billow
off and create a smokescreen of sorts behind you, forcing other drivers to
back off and give you space to maneuver wildly with ease.
Spin for the Win. Doing donuts and pulling the e-brake to cut corners tight
illustrates your high level of winter driving skills in a bold way. Don’t be afraid
to embellish a little when passing through the Yooper Loop – it’s 3 lanes wide
for a reason.
Brake Hard and Fast. In the unlikely event that you have to use your brakes,
do so for as short a period as possible. Braking too long will not only sap
your speed and not get you where you’re going, it will also increase your
chance of sliding uncontrollably and losing style points. Stamp the brakes
and quickly accelerate out of corners for maximum effect.
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to get Lot 21 moved closer to the rest of campus, and get the dining halls
to stop trying to make Chinese food. If you’re looking for someone who can
take a picture, throw some text on it and put it up everywhere on campus,
go ahead and vote for one of my opponents, but if you’re looking for a
leader, then I am your queen.”
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Kohler Business and
Dining Etiquette Dinner

Thursday, February 14
Tickets are $10.00 (refunded
to you at the event).
Call Career Services for
tickets at 487-2313

Since entering the race, Glasper has been relentless in his campaign tactics.
His campaign team, comprised of mostly other students living in his hall, has
been releasing ads attacking other candidates, many of which have been
criticized for being too vicious and personal.
“This race is getting way too negative, and it’s really only coming from Kyle,”
a student who wished to remain anonymous said. “For instance, look at his
latest smear campaign targeting that one girl whose name escapes me right
now. The ads being run are calling her ‘Hitler multiplied by Stalin added to
Castro and raised to the Osama bin Laden power.’” However, Glasper’s
campaign manager Andrew Upton defends his tactics.
“Our goal is to get Kyle Glasper elected Winter Carnival queen, and at this day
in age, it’s hard to even compete without going negative. We would love to
be able to only tell everyone how good Kyle will be as queen, but we are
already at a disadvantage due to the obvious racism plaguing this campus.
We’re only beginning this mud-slinging before the other candidates do.”
Aside from criticism for his campaign strategies, Glasper’s attempt to rock to
vote has been received negatively by some students, calling it “preposterous,”
“crazy,” and “having absolutely nothing to do with the color of [Kyle’s] skin.”
“Bull shit,” Kyle responded.

